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Coupling of electronic and structural degrees of freedom in vanadate superlattices
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Heterostructuring provides different ways to manipulate the orbital degrees of freedom and to tailor orbital
occupations in transition-metal oxides. However, the reliable prediction of these modifications remains a
challenge. Here we present a detailed investigation of the relationship between the crystal and electronic structure
in YVO3-LaAlO3 superlattices by combining ab initio theory, scanning transmission electron microscopy, and
x-ray diffraction. Density functional theory simulations including an on-site Coulomb repulsion term accurately
predict the crystal structure and, in conjunction with x-ray diffraction, provide an explanation for the lifting of
degeneracy of the vanadium dxz and dyz orbitals that was recently observed in this system. In addition, we unravel
the combined effects of electronic confinement and octahedral connectivity by disentangling their impact from
that of epitaxial strain. Our results demonstrate that the specific orientation of the substrate and the thickness of
the YVO3 slabs in the multilayer can be utilized to reliably engineer orbital polarization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Epitaxial growth has emerged as an efficient means to
tailor the remarkable traits unique to transition-metal oxides
(TMOs) [1–3]. The altered crystal structure of an epitax-
ial film or multilayer can induce sizable changes in its
electronic properties [4–6] and even lead to emergent phe-
nomena, such as magnetism in nonmagnetic materials [7],
superconductivity in insulators [8,9], and room-temperature
ferroelectricity [10,11].

Modifications of orbital occupations and orbital overlap
govern the strength and sign of exchange interactions and
therefore determine the magnetic, optical, and transport prop-
erties of a material [12,13]. In strongly correlated electron
systems, the orbital occupations at the transition-metal site
are not only determined by local steric effects such as a
specific crystal field but are also strongly influenced by the
intersite electron-electron interactions. Therefore, in TMO
heterostructures, disentangling the different contributions that
lead to a specific orbital occupation is not trivial, e.g., the
influence of bond angles and bond lengths on hopping am-
plitudes is exactly opposite to one another for a given change
in lattice parameter [14]. Moreover, octahedral connectivity
and symmetry mismatch at the interfaces have an enormous
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impact on the crystal structure and therefore must also be
considered to accurately predict the electronic structure [15].

In this context, simulations in the framework of density
functional theory, including a Hubbard-U term (DFT + U ),
provide valuable insights. In particular, these calculations
have successfully explained the orbital polarization profiles of
charge-transfer systems such as heterostructures of nickelates
[16–22] and cuprates [18,23]. Compared to these eg systems,
orbital engineering is less explored in t2g systems, where, due
to a weaker lattice coupling, the interplay between different
degrees of freedom is more subtle [24,25]. Here, we investi-
gate these aspects in heterostructures of rare-earth vanadates
(RVO3). We elucidate the relationship between the crystal
and electronic structure of YVO3 multilayers and thin films
by combining experimental structural analysis with ab initio
calculations.

Rare-earth vanadate perovskites (RVO3) are prototypical
t2g systems that harbor a strong interplay of spin, orbital, and
lattice degrees of freedom [26]. This gives rise to a rich phase
diagram with multiple temperature-dependent phase transi-
tions of spin ordering (SO) and orbital ordering (OO) patterns
[24,26,27]. For example, YVO3 exhibits three phase transi-
tions below room temperature. At ∼200 K, a transition to
G-type OO is observed, which is concomitant with a second-
order structural phase transition. This is followed by a C-type
SO magnetic transition at ∼116 K. Finally, at ∼77 K, a first-
order phase transition to a C-OO/G-SO phase occurs [28].
The complex interactions in RVO3 induce unusual phenom-
ena such as temperature-dependent magnetization reversal
[29,30] and a spin-orbital entangled state [31]. They have
also attracted considerable attention as absorbing materials for
high-efficiency solar cells [32,33]. Over the past few decades,
the nature of their ordering phenomena has been intensely
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debated in both theoretical [34–36] and experimental studies
[37–41]. Despite a weaker Jahn-Teller interaction compared
to eg systems, the spin and orbital properties are expected to be
strongly coupled with the lattice, partly through the influence
of lattice effects on the superexchange interactions [26,42].
This is also evident from the spin-orbital phase diagram
of RVO3, which varies widely with the V-O-V bond angle
[24,27]. Experimentally, this was examined in high-pressure
studies, which showed that the ground state of RVO3 can be
altered under sufficient pressure [43–45]. This lattice coupling
was also inspected in thin films of LaVO3 [46–49] and PrVO3

[50,51], where biaxial epitaxial strain was utilized to modify
their ordering temperatures.

Recently, we explored the coupling of electronic and struc-
tural properties in YVO3-LaAlO3 (YVO-LAO) superlattices
by combining x-ray resonant reflectometry with DFT + U
calculations [52]. The results revealed that the bulklike degen-
eracy of the V-3d xz and yz orbitals was lifted in all samples,
independent of the YVO/LAO stacking sequences. Further,
within the YVO slabs we found a reversal of the orbital
polarization between the central and interface layers close
to LAO. Temperature-dependent reflectometry measurements
indicated that this phase was preserved down to 30 K. We
qualitatively explained these results based on epitaxial strain
and spatial confinement by LAO.

In this work we delve deeper into the relation between the
crystal structure and the orbital polarization patterns observed
in Ref. [52] using scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD), in conjunction with
ab initio calculations. We also investigate the temperature-
dependent crystal structure of a YVO film by XRD, which
suggests a suppression of bulklike structural phase transitions
and provides a possible explanation for the absence of elec-
tronic transitions observed in related YVO multilayers [52].
Additionally, we consider the effect of the substrate facet and
the film thickness on the orbital polarization of the xz and yz
orbitals. The comparison of DFT + U results for films versus
superlattices indicates that the structural distortions and con-
finement effects induced by LAO in the multilayers play an
important role in enhancing the observed orbital polarizations.
We conclude that the substrate facet can be used to realize the
desired unit-cell orientation for YVO heterostructures, which,
together with the thickness of the YVO layers and the pres-
ence of spacer layers (such as LAO) in a multilayer, govern
the resulting orbital polarization.

II. METHODS

A. Experiments

YVO-LAO superlattices (SLs) and YVO films of vary-
ing thicknesses were synthesized on the (110) facet of
NdGaO3 (NGO) substrates using pulsed laser deposition.
The SLs used in Ref. [52] were grown with different stack-
ing sequences of YVO/LAO: (8/4)×6, (6/6)×6, (4/8)×
6, pseudocubic unit cells (u.c.). To study the thickness-
dependent properties, we additionally synthesized a 9-nm
ultrathin YVO film and a thicker film of 23-nm thick-
ness. To examine the YVO structure inside the multilayer, a
10-nm LAO film was also grown on the same substrate as

a reference. Finally, for investigating the facet dependence,
YVO films were synthesized on (001) and (110) facets of
NGO substrates having thicknesses of 42 nm and 44 nm,
respectively. Temperature-dependent XRD was performed on
a 49-nm YVO film on a NGO(110) substrate. A LAO cap-
ping layer of 4–5 nm thickness was grown on all films to
preserve their oxidation state. All samples were grown with
the parameters listed in Ref. [52]. Structural analysis was
done using XRD and STEM. A JEOL JEM-ARM 200F scan-
ning transmission electron microscope was used to perform
the STEM measurements. The simulated high-angle annular
dark-field (HAADF) and annular bright-field (ABF) images
were generated using the multislice method implemented in
the QSTEM image simulation software. The optical parameters
used for the simulation were the same as the experimental
values. The thickness used in the STEM image simulation was
20 nm. Room-temperature XRD measurements (in Secs. III A
and III C) were performed using an in-house laboratory
diffraction setup, and temperature-dependent measurements
(in Sec. III B) were performed with the closed-circle cryostat
setup at KARA, MPI beamline, Karlsruhe. Lattice parameters
were refined using the software CELREF [53]. The XRD scans
are displayed in units of 1/d and momentum transfer Q, with
d = λ/2 sin θ and Q = 2π/d , where θ and λ are the Bragg
angle and wavelength of x-rays, respectively. Throughout this
article, the orthorhombic Pbnm (no. 62) space group is used
to index reflections and directions. The subscript pc is used to
indicate reflections where a pseudocubic notation is used.

B. Theory

We performed first-principles calculations in the frame-
work of spin-polarized density functional theory [54] (DFT)
as implemented in the Quantum ESPRESSO code [55]. The gen-
eralized gradient approximation was used for the exchange-
correlation functional as parametrized by Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof [56]. Static correlation effects were considered
within the DFT + U formalism [57] (UV = 3 eV). To account
for octahedral rotations, orbital order, and magnetic order
simultaneously, we model the YVO-LAO SLs by using large
p(2 × 2) (4/4) supercells that are consistent with the experi-
mental realization of four pseudocubic unit cells per layer. In
addition, we explicitly treat interfacial Y-La intermixing. Pure
YVO films were modeled as strained bulk in a comparable
p(2 × 2) supercell, which contains eight distinct V sites in
total. In all cases, the atomic positions were fully optimized.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Prediction and verification of crystal structure

We start our discussion with the crystal structure of the
SLs and demonstrate that DFT + U calculations are able to
accurately predict even their minutest structural aspects. A
detailed examination of the STEM images confirms that the
SLs indeed exhibit the octahedral rotation patterns predicted
by DFT + U . Further, we also verify the bond-angle trends
across the interface from the calculations by an extensive
XRD analysis of the SLs and thin films.

In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), HAADF and ABF STEM images
of the (8/4) SL are shown, which were taken along its two
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FIG. 1. Low-magnification annular dark-field STEM image of the YVO/LAO (4/8) × 6 SL. The absence of defects or stacking faults
displays the high quality of the sample, over a large scale up to a micrometer.

cross-sectional directions. The absence of defects and stack-
ing faults in the low- and high-magnification images (Figs. 1
and 2) indicates the excellent sample quality on a wide length
scale, from a few angstroms to micrometers. The orientation
of YVO and LAO unit cells in the SLs was determined by
using XRD and was found to follow the (110) facet of the
NGO substrate, with the distinct orthorhombic-type [58] c
axis being in-plane and parallel to that of NGO [52]. Thus,
the cross-sectional images across the two in-plane directions
of the sample yield the [001] and [−110] projections. While
HAADF images provide better Z contrast, i.e., heavier cations
with large atomic number Z (here Y and La) appear brightest,
the contrast is inverted in ABF images and therefore the posi-
tions of lighter elements such as oxygen can be mapped with
higher precision. In the [001] projection, the oxygen atoms
along the transmission direction fall on top of each other, cre-
ating a single column, and therefore the oxygen positions are
resolvable in this projection. On the other hand, viewed along
the [−110] direction, the Y and La cations are coincident
with subsequent layers, making their positions resolvable in
this projection. Thus, ABF in the [001] and HAADF in the
[−110] projections are used for resolving oxygen and cation
positions, respectively.

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) provide a detailed analysis of the
YVO-LAO interface region obtained from STEM and DFT +
U for the HAADF and ABF images, respectively. The exper-
imental images are magnifications of the HAADF and ABF
images [from Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], and the simulated im-
ages were generated using the DFT + U -predicted structure,
shown in the middle. We first focus on the HAADF image of
the YVO region, where the clearly resolved Y cations create
a characteristic zigzag pattern along the c axis (parallel to z)
[Fig. 2(c), left]. These observations from STEM match closely
with the optimized DFT + U -geometry as well as the STEM
simulation. They reveal that YVO has an a−b−c+ Glazer tilt
system [59] in the SL, similar to bulk YVO, which has an
a−a−c+ tilt system [60]. The a, b, and c tilts are rotations
about the x, y, and z pseudocubic directions, respectively, for
the reference frame displayed in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). We assign
different magnitudes (a, b, c) to each tilt in order to consider
the most general case for the YVO in the SL [59], since the
magnitude of the tilts cannot directly be discerned from the
projected STEM images. We will later discuss the tilt pattern
of YVO in the context of other studies (Sec. III B).

Now we turn to the LAO layers, which in the bulk, feature a
rhombohedral symmetry with a−a−a− tilts [61]. As expected,
the octahedral tilts in LAO are much smaller than those of
YVO, as observed from the ABF images [Fig. 2(d)]. Interest-
ingly, DFT predicts that in the SL geometry, LAO will follow

the tilt system of YVO and adopt an a−a−c+-type [58] pattern.
In the HAADF image of LAO [Fig. 2(c), right], we see a clear
signature of a plus tilt, i.e., the cation displacements charac-
teristic of the plus tilt are visible in LAO, albeit much more
subtly, compared to those of YVO. Since these displacements
are absent in the rhombohedral system, we conclude that the
LAO region in the SL possesses orthorhombic-type symmetry,
in line with the DFT predictions. In this regard we note that
other aluminate perovskites such as YAlO3 possess a Pbnm
structure with a−a−c+ tilts, indicating the close-lying energies
of both structures. Furthermore, this observation exemplifies
the importance of octahedral connectivity across interfaces for
the resulting structure stabilization in ultrathin layers. Since
LAO merely acts as a confinement layer in the present system
without an electronically active role, the change in its tilt
pattern has no direct consequence on the electronic structure
of the SL. However, this demonstrates that the DFT + U
calculations are able to predict the specific crystal structure
of each component within the SL with remarkable accuracy.
We will exemplify this further when we compare the results
of XRD with the DFT predictions of bond angles.

We complement the electron microscopy results of the
YVO region in the SL by XRD investigations of individual
LAO and YVO films that provide sufficient sample volume.
Figure 3(a) displays the XRD of out-of-plane reflections of
an ultrathin YVO film (∼9 nm) and a thicker film (∼23 nm),
indicating different out-of-plane lattice parameters of the two
films. Note that the corresponding Bragg reflections from the
individual YVO and LAO layers in the SL are not resolved
due to the broadening of the peaks along the [110] direc-
tion in the quasi-two-dimensional structure. Therefore, the
SL peak position is given by the average of the out-of-plane
parameters of the individual constituents in the multilayer
[62]. Thus, in order to produce the average position of the
(6/6)-SL Bragg peak, the structure of the YVO inside the SL
must be similar to the ultrathin film. Despite the tensile strain,
the ultrathin film has a larger out-of-plane lattice parameter
of ∼3.90 Å than its bulk counterpart of ∼3.85 Å (along the
a + b direction), implying a negative Poisson ratio, which can
arise from the necessity to maintain octahedral connectivity,
as was reported in Ref. [63]. This effect was also captured
by our first-principles simulations of the superlattice, which
predicted an out-of-plane lattice parameter of ∼3.92 Å for
YVO, obtained by optimizing the supercell height and the
relative thickness of the YVO and the LAO regions (see the
Supplementary Material of Ref. [52]).

An expansion of the out-of-plane lattice parameter in thin
films can be produced by both structural changes arising
from epitaxial strain as well as by oxygen vacancies [64].
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FIG. 2. HAADF (top) and ABF (bottom) images normal to the (a) [−110] and (b) [001] directions for the YVO/LAO (8/4) SL, together
with the optimized DFT + U SL structure. (c, d) Simulated and experimental [−110]-projected HAADF and [001]-projected ABF images,
respectively, of the YVO (left) and LAO regions (right) in the SL. The optimized DFT + U interface geometry shown in the center was used
to simulate the HAADF images, which closely agree with experiment. Red and yellow octahedra correspond to YVO and LAO in the SL,
respectively.

In our previous study [52], a combined analysis of V-L
edge x-ray absorption and STEM-EELS (electron-energy-loss
spectroscopy) scans revealed that the V3+ oxidation state is
preserved throughout the whole YVO slab in the superlattice.
Based on this result, we concluded that oxygen vacancies are
unlikely to be responsible for the observed elongation of the
out-of-plane parameter. Qualitatively, we explain the negative
Poisson ratio by strain-induced structural modifications in the
following way. For simplicity, we consider rigid octahedra
and use the pseudocubic axes x, y, z to define the frame of
reference for the rotation of the octahedra [Fig. 3(b)]. As
was shown by Glazer [59], for ABO3 perovskites, rotation
about an axis (x, y or z) changes the lattice parameters in
the two directions perpendicular to it. Alternatively, tilting
along a certain axis changes the lattice parameter along that
axis. YVO is mostly under tensile strain along its c axis; thus
as the cations along z move farther apart, the tilt along this

direction would be reduced. To accomplish this, the octahedra
have two options: either to rotate about x or to rotate about y.
Rotating around x will require in-plane cation movement, but
since the in-plane lattice parameters are fixed by the substrate,
the rotation is likely to happen around y, increasing the out-
of-plane lattice parameter in the process, in agreement with
our observations. We will later return to this aspect and high-
light the importance of octahedral connectivity in the present
system.

Next we inspect the evolution of the B-O-B bond angles
across the YVO-LAO interface as predicted by DFT + U
[Fig. 3(b)]. The apical (out-of-plane) and basal (in-plane)
values refer to the bond angles along x and y directions,
respectively. Comparing the two, the apical angles are larger
(which corresponds to a less pronounced rotation) than the
basal ones for YVO. This promotes a larger out-of-plane
lattice parameter, as we indeed observed from XRD. Fig-
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FIG. 3. (a) XRD of out-of-plane (220) reflections of the (6/6) SL shown in blue (top), ultrathin YVO film (9 nm) and the thicker YVO
film (23 nm) shown in red and gray, respectively (middle), ultrathin LAO film (10 nm) shown in yellow (bottom). (b) Optimized DFT + U
SL structure (top) and in-plane and out-of-plane bond angles as predicted by DFT calculations (bottom). The apical and basal B-O-B angles
are marked in purple and turquoise, respectively. (c) Pseudocubic YVO unit cell (top panel) displaying the apical and basal bond angles with
respect to the schematic (bottom panel) that shows the average degeneracy of the xz and yz orbitals along with the energy-level diagram in bulk
YVO and the lifting of this degeneracy in the central layers due to an increase in the out-of-plane lattice parameter

ure 3(c) illustrates the effect of this structural deformation
on the electronic structure of the SLs: YVO in the SL has
a larger out-of-plane lattice parameter (along x) compared to
bulk YVO, but the in-plane lattice parameter (along y) is close
to the bulk value. Due to the antibonding nature of the V 3d
orbitals, a larger V-O distance lowers the energy of the orbitals
with lobes along that direction, thus leading to a reversed
and unequal xz and yz orbital occupation at the two different
sites within each layer and a resulting net orbital polarization
[65]. Here, we recognize another crucial point regarding the
orientation of the YVO unit cell. It is clear from Fig. 3(c) that
such a layered orbital polarization would only occur if the c
axis (parallel to z) of YVO lies in the plane of the sample.
This results from the fact that both strain and confinement
effects operate by differentiating between the in-plane and
out-of-plane directions. We will further explore the influence
of the out-of-plane parameter and the unit-cell orientation in
the discussion of our ab initio calculations in Sec. III D.

B. Temperature-dependent x-ray diffraction

The lack of a temperature dependence of the resonant re-
flectometry data [52] is a clear indication of the suppression
of bulklike phase transitions in the YVO SL. To investigate
the structural modifications induced by the heteroepitaxy as a
possible cause of this suppression, we performed temperature-
dependent XRD on a YVO thin film, ranging from 40 to
270 K. We chose a film for this purpose instead of the SL,
due to the proximity of the SL Bragg peak and substrate
peaks for many reflections, which imposed challenges in de-
termining their positions. The film lattice parameters were
calculated, using the room-temperature substrate peak posi-

tions as a reference, by translating all substrate peaks through
temperature to the room-temperature value and neglecting the
effects of thermal expansion of the substrate. The temperature
dependence of the (220) reflection of the film [Fig. 4(a)]

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of YVO film on NGO(110)
substrate: (a) out-of-plane XRD scan of (220) reflection. (b–e) Tem-
perature dependence of lattice parameters: a, b, c, and the monoclinic
angle of film in P21/m symmetry (no. 11) with respect to bulk YVO
in P21/b symmetry (no. 14) (taken from [66,67]).
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suggests that the out-of-plane lattice parameter of YVO shows
negligible variation with temperature. To extract the lattice
parameters of the film, we utilized seven Bragg reflections:
(332), (420), (150), (334), (510), (442), and (530). Using the
software CELREF [53], the lattice parameters were refined in
the monoclinic P21/m symmetry, i.e., for parameters a, b, c,
and γ . The temperature dependence of lattice parameters of
the film and bulk YVO (reproduced from [66]) are shown in
Figs. 4(b)–4(e).

At room temperature, the largest deviation, compared to
the bulk, is observed in the in-plane c parameter [Fig. 4(b)],
arising from the fact that the tensile strain exerted by the
substrate is largest along this direction. Due to the (110)
orientation of the film, the changes of a, b, and the angle γ

between the two are coupled. Here, the film becomes mono-
clinic to accommodate the strain by increasing γ above 90◦
and reducing the difference between the a and b parameters,
i.e., the orthorhombicity (b/a) of the system [68]. This be-
havior is reminiscent of other orthorhombic systems under
tensile strain, which were identified to have the a−b−c+ tilt
pattern in the space group of P1121/m (no. 11) [68]. This is
a different monoclinic subgroup than that of bulk YVO in the
intermediate-temperature range (77 K < T < 200 K), which
exhibits the P21/b11 (no. 14) space group, with α (between b
and c) being the monoclinic angle [69]. Thus, in Fig. 4(e) we
show the monoclinic angles of both the film and bulk YVO.

In contrast to the lattice parameters of bulk YVO, the
temperature dependence of film lattice parameters shows al-
most no changes [Figs. 4(b)–4(e)]. The bulklike first-order
structural transition at 77 K is suppressed in the YVO film.
The second-order structural transition at 200 K is more subtle
and thus difficult to observe from the trends of the lattice
parameters. We assume that the absence of the first-order
transition, verified here for the film, can be extended to the
SLs as well, since they are also strained to the substrate. In
particular, the presence of the in-plane orientation of the c
axis appears to be a common, important prerequisite for the
suppression of structural transitions, as was suggested in Ref.
[47], for epitaxial LaVO3 thin films.

Calculating the corresponding pseudocubic parameters,
as described in Ref. [68], we obtain apc‖[001] = 3.85 Å,
bpc‖[−110] = 3.86 Å, and cpc‖[110] = 3.83 Å, which are nearly
constant through temperature. The in-plane parameters (apc

and bpc) match with those of the substrate due to being
epitaxially strained, which serves as a validation of the refine-
ment process. Since in bulk YVO the orbital ordering phase
transitions are concomitant with structural transitions, their
absence in the film is expected to also affect its electronic
structure. This result fits well with the fact that the electronic
structure obtained from reflectometry also did not show any
temperature-dependent changes from room temperature to
30 K [52].

C. Impact of the growth facet

As mentioned earlier, in Sec. III A we expect the film
orientation to have a profound impact on its electronic struc-
ture. Therefore, in this section we examine the effect of the
substrate facet on the crystal structure of YVO films grown on
(110) and (001) facets of NGO substrates using XRD. In the

next section (Sec. III D) we will then inspect their electronic
structure.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the reciprocal space maps of the
{103}pc family of reflections of YVO films grown on the (110)
and (001) facets of NGO, respectively. These reflections are
measured at four azimuthal angles (φ) that are 90◦ apart. For
the (110) facet [Fig. 5(a)], the evolution of position of peaks
as a function of the azimuthal angle (dotted lines) is the same
for both the substrate and the film. This characteristic pattern
implies that the pseudocubic unit cell is tilted with respect to
the azimuth (z) [68]. This means that the orthorhombic-type
unit cell for both film and substrate is oriented as shown in
the schematic, with their c axes in the plane of the substrate
surface and also parallel to one another. In contrast to this, for
the (001) facet [Fig. 5(b)], both the substrate and film peaks
fall in one horizontal line through the variation of φ. This
indicates that here the c axes of the film and the substrate both
point out of the plane, perpendicular to the substrate surface,
as shown in the schematic.

To further confirm these inferences, we measured half-
order reflections that directly probe the cation displacements
associated with the orthorhombic-type space groups. Due to
the doubling of the unit cell along the c axis, half-order
reflections that are forbidden for the undistorted perovskite
structure are allowed for the orthorhombic-type structure.
When indexed in the pseudocubic unit cell, the position of the
fractional Miller index (in h, k, or l) indicates the direction
along which the unit cell doubles, i.e., the direction of the
c axis. Thus the presence of (½ 0 1)pc, (0 ½ 1)pc reflections
and (0 1 ½)pc, (1 0 ½)pc reflections implies that the c axis lies
in-plane and out-of-plane of the sample, respectively [47].

As expected for (110) orientation, we only found an intense
(0 ½ 1)pc reflection for the substrate and film [Fig. 5(c)],
with other peaks being absent. On the other hand, for the
(001) facet [Fig. 5(d)], we found a strong (0 1 ½)pc reflection
for both the substrate and film. Peaks for the (½ 0 1)pc and
(0 ½ 1)pc were very weak and absent, respectively, indicating
the presence of a negligible percentage of twin domains. Since
the film peak occurs at almost the same position as the sub-
strate, we verified the presence of the film by performing the
same scan for a bare NGO(001) substrate. These results con-
firm that the choice of the substrate facet can be used to obtain
the desired orientation of the YVO film, since the film adopts
the same orientation as that provided by the substrate surface.

D. Insights from first-principles simulations

We have demonstrated above and in Ref. [52] that DFT +
U accurately describes both the crystal geometry and the
electronic structure of the YVO-LAO SLs. Now we discuss
first-principles results that address the influence of the thick-
ness and substrate growth facet on the electronic structure of
YVO films and compare these results with the YVO electronic
structure in the SL geometry with LAO.

For the YVO film on the NGO(001) substrate, we find
that it is energetically favorable by 5.5 meV per V-ion to
align the distinct c axis with the out-of-plane direction as
compared to placing it in the plane. This agrees with the
experimental observations discussed above (see Fig. 5). Inter-
estingly, even on the NGO(110) substrate, such an alignment
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FIG. 5. (a, b) Reciprocal space maps of the {103}pc family of reflections of YVO thin films grown on NGO(110) and NGO(001) substrates,
respectively. The corresponding orthorhombic Miller indices are indicated for each map. The red and yellow dotted lines trace the evolution of
peak positions for the films and substrates, respectively. The schematics display the orientation of the orthorhombic-type film unit cell (orange)
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films on NGO(110) and NGO(001) facets, respectively. The substrate peak for the (0 1 ½)pc reflection is shown in gray in part (d).

is still energetically favorable, though by a smaller amount of
2.6 meV/V-ion, owing to a slightly better accommodation of
the epitaxial strain. However, this would cause a discontinuity
in the octahedral rotation pattern at the YVO/NGO inter-
face. We therefore conclude that the experimentally observed
alignment of the c axis parallel to that of the substrate is a
consequence of the octahedral connectivity, which highlights
its important role in these strongly tilted oxide systems. For
comparison, typical energy differences for quenching or alter-
ing the a−a−c+ octahedral rotation pattern in YVO bulk are of
the order of several hundreds of meV per V-ion. This is in line
with results for the less tilted LaNiO3/LAO(001) SLs, where
canceling the octahedral rotations requires 250–300 meV per
transition-metal ion [20,70].

Figure 6(a) shows the layer-resolved electronic structure of
the representative 4/4 SL as obtained from DFT + U simu-
lations. This geometry includes all the crucial details of the
SLs, namely, the interface and central YVO layers, effects
of octahedral rotations, a sizable LAO region to reasonably
account for octahedral connectivity effects, A-site intermixing
at the interface, and a ground state of C-type OO which
was obtained for the assumed G-type SO pattern. The V-3d
states are located deep within the band gap of the insulating
LAO, as the valence-band maximum of the latter is located
at about −2.5 eV. The V-t2g states can be observed between
−1.7 and −1.0 eV and at 0.6 eV, while the V eg states are
located at higher energies >1.2 eV. At first glance, the V
electronic structure in the SL resembles that in YVO bulk,

with the xy orbital occupied throughout, and an alternating
occupation of the xz and yz orbitals. This C-type OO, which
is accompanied by a G-type AFM SO, is illustrated by the
spin density in Fig. 6(b), superimposing the optimized SL
structure, which is shown along two directions perpendicular
to the growth direction. A closer inspection of the projected
density of states (PDOS) [Fig. 6(c)] reveals that the xz, yz
degeneracy of YVO bulk is lifted in the heterostructure and in
the opposite manner in the interface layers with respect to the
central layers. This observation has already been emphasized
in our previous work [52], which confirmed experimentally
that the orbital polarization between the xz and yz orbitals
is inverted for the central layers with respect to the interface
layers, whereas the xy orbital continues to have the largest
occupation for both layers (as in YVO bulk). The distinc-
tion between interfacial and central V sites is also reflected
by the k-resolved densities of states (band character plot)
[Fig. 6(d)].

Our findings can be compared to the electronic structure
of YVO when strained to different substrate facets, which
describes the situation of the two epitaxially grown films
on different NGO facets. Here we model the YVO films
as strained bulk, using apc‖[001] = 3.85 Å and bpc‖[−110] =
3.86 Å in the NGO(110) case and apc‖[110] = bpc‖[−110] =
3.86 Å in the NGO(001) case. For films grown on NGO(001),
where the c axis (coinciding with the unique axis of the or-
thorhombic structure) is out of plane, the calculations show
that the V-3d xz and yz orbitals retain their bulklike degen-
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eracy [Fig. 6(e)]. Furthermore, we do not observe substantial
changes in the splitting between the occupied and the unoc-
cupied V-t2g states. On the other hand, for films grown on
NGO(110), where the c axis is in the plane, we clearly see
that the xz, yz degeneracy is lifted [Fig. 6(f)]. The energy
sequence of the orbitals is reversed between the ultrathin and

thicker YVO films and is determined by their out-of-plane
lattice parameters of 3.90 and 3.83 Å, respectively, which
were obtained from XRD. Interestingly, the solitary impact of
epitaxial strain on the V-t2g orbitals, illustrated in Fig. 6(f), is
smaller than the concerted effect of strain, quantum confine-
ment, and octahedral connectivity in the SL geometry with
LAO [Fig. 6(c)]. These results confirm the conclusions made
in our previous study [52], i.e., the finite orbital polarization
arising in the SL geometry is not only substantially modified
by structural distortions but also by the electronic confinement
by LAO. Moreover, our DFT + U calculations disentangle
the impact of these aspects on the YVO electronic structure
from that of epitaxial strain. We see that the substrate growth
facet has a profound effect on the electronic structure of YVO
films.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the present study we investigated the relation between
the crystal and electronic structure of YVO-LAO SLs and
YVO epitaxial thin films. First-principles simulations accu-
rately predict the crystal structure modifications that lead to
the lifting of degeneracy between the V-3d xz and yz or-
bitals, observed in Ref. [52]. These predictions are in good
agreement with the experimental results of XRD and STEM.
Using DFT + U simulations, we examined the influence of
the YVO layer thickness and the orientation of its unit cell on
the orbital polarization. The results show that the finite orbital
polarization occurs only if the c axis is oriented in-plane.
The order of preferred net occupation of xz and yz orbitals
depends sensitively on the out-of-plane lattice spacing and
even shows a reversal between 3.83 and 3.90 Å. The quanti-
tative comparison of the calculations for YVO under epitaxial
strain versus YVO-LAO SLs reveals an enhancement of or-
bital polarization in the latter, implying that the local structural
changes and confinement effects created by LAO in the su-
perlattice geometry play an important role in the electronic
reconstruction. Finally, temperature-dependent XRD sug-
gested that bulklike structural phase transitions of YVO are
suppressed in the film, which agrees with the lack of temper-
ature dependence of the electronic structure observed for the
SLs [52].

The close agreement between the detailed structural anal-
ysis and DFT + U calculations demonstrates how the latter
can reliably predict the electronic reconstructions in complex
oxide heterostructures. In particular, our findings on the influ-
ence of the substrate facets and concerted effects of structural
modifications and electronic confinement at interfaces are of
general relevance for many perovskite heterostructures with
Pbnm crystal symmetry. Our study underlines the key role
of structural modifications on electronic properties and illus-
trates the use of orbital engineering as a promising approach
for the theory-guided rational design of correlated materials.
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